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PROJECT TITLE: Peale MHAA Infrastructure Improvements 2020

PROJECT SUMMARY:

The integral renovations to the Peale building included in the scope of this project are imperative to 
renovate, restore, and bring to full use and life this Baltimore and national historic structure. As the first 
purpose-built museum in the United States, and among the first in the world, it is critical that the 
building be preserved for, and accessible to, current and future generations. Designed by SM+P 
Architects, the plans sequence and coordinate improvements intelligently, efficiently, and provide 
economies of scale. These critical renovations dictate the inclusion of modernizing the Peale’s 40+ year-
old HVAC and electrical systems to support the improvements and meet today’s safety and quality code 
regulations. The ADA improvements, including installation of an elevator, will help provide full access for 
a broader public to programming and events in the Peale building. Code-compliant infrastructure will 
safeguard the building, Peale staff, visitors, and participants in the Peale’s and rental events. These 
improvements will last an estimated 40 years. 

The project scope of work is focused on four major categories:

 Fire protection systems;

 Mechanical systems:

 Electrical systems; and,

 Elevator for ADA compliance and access, supporting the Peale’s inclusivity priority.

The project schedule and plans, as well as budget projections are aligned and detailed accordingly.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Project Description

The Peale Phase III Major Infrastructure Renovations project provides essential improvements, updates, 
and upgrades to one of Baltimore’s, and the U.S.’s, truly iconic buildings. Originally built in 1814, this 
state and national landmark building is the site of significant firsts in the fields of history/heritage 
related to the arts, education, and innovation.

Will any aspects of the project cause ground disturbance (utility lines, footings, underpinnings, grading, 
signage installation, etc.)?

No
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Do any aspects of the project have potential to disturb lead paint, asbestos, oil tanks, or other hazardous 
materials?

Lead paint may be disturbed during this phase of improvements. Architecture firm SM+P and contractor 
A.R.Marani—both experienced in historic renovations and its complexities, including hazardous 
materials—are planning accordingly and will take all appropriate precautions and construction site 
practices to manage lead paint presence and disturbance.

How will completing the project accomplish the goals and objectives your organization?

The mission of the Peale Center for History and Architecture is to illuminate the stories of Baltimore’s 
authentic places and people while reinventing the civic museum in the spirit of its creative and 
innovative founder, Rembrandt Peale. The Peale has an unparalleled opportunity to not only preserve 
and breathe new life into one of the most significant buildings of the 19th century (in both the country 
and Baltimore), but also to build on its storied past of innovation by redefining and reinventing the 
urban museum for the 21st century, providing a model for contemporary small museums and making 
historic interpretation leap forward, connecting into today.

By completing Phase III improvements, the Peale Museum building will be in excellent condition to 
welcome community members and heritage tourists from all walks of life and varied ability to 
programming, events, and activities. The Peale found during its program testing 2017-2019 that access 
and the underlying infrastructure of heat, cool, restrooms upgrades, and fire suppression readiness are 
truly critical to serve the community by being able to accommodate and attract people to the space 
through innovative program design.

How will completing this project accomplish the goals and objectives of your heritage area?

This project strongly supports the Baltimore City Heritage Area Management Plan’s goals and objective:

II. PROMOTIONAL GOAL: PROMOTE DISCOVERY OF BALTIMORE CITY’S TOURIST ATTRACTION BEYOND 
THE INNER HARBOR

III. PRESERVATION GOAL: 

Create and foster the awareness and stewardship of Baltimore City’s heritage 

resources by visitors and residents alike. 

A. Objective: Communicate Baltimore’s story accurately and identify and promote authentic Baltimore 
experiences.
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B. Objective: Protect and preserve the resources that represent Baltimore’s heritage. 

C. Objective: Create and strengthen local awareness of Baltimore’s heritage resources. 

The Peale Center aims to encourage and deepen visitorship engagement through innovative 
programming, using the building as a platform and launch point for contemporary access to historical 
resources and experiences. The completion of capital improvements is envisioned to return the building 
to its best programming state, which will encourage African American heritage research and tourism; 
support and serve K-12 and post-secondary education, including considering racial and segregation 
issues in the city from a “then and now” viewpoint; and continue, for decades, to provide the Peale 
Museum building, and the Peale Center’s innovative programming, as an inclusive heritage resource and 
attraction, contributing to the richness of experiencing Baltimore’s history and heritage.

DELIVERABLES:

What will be the results of this project? What tangible and intangible deliverables do you anticipate?

Tangible results will include the completion of all major renovations to return the Peale Museum 
building to a maximum capacity/ability for public access and use. This will include infrastructure 
updates, upgrades, and improvements that will allow the fullest inclusivity of the public. 

Resulting tangible deliverables:

 Fire suppression, sprinklering, throughout the building, supporting life safety;

 Mechanical systems updates, critical for the use and safety of the building;

 Electrical systems, to accommodate contemporary usage, better and more economical lighting, 
updated electrical panels to meet code and current usage load;

 Elevator, with the mechanical and electrical improvements necessary to accommodate this 
critical improvement for public access and safety.

Resulting intangible deliverables to be realized once project complete:

 Pride for the city and Baltimoreans of the restoration of an incredibly important building with 
improvements’ life expectancy of 40 years, or 2 generations!;

 Greater public access, with anticipation of increased visitorship and event use;

 Expanse of programming possibilities due to greater access and number of people at any given 
time ability, i.e., multiple programs at once, etc.; 
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 Engagement of community historians, educators, artists, students, and patrons recognizing this 
incredible building and its history while participating in programming and use of this asset; and,

 Staff and board knowledge that they are working in, and providing programming for, a safer 
physical space with the ability to program for and accommodate all visitors comfortably and safely.

How will ongoing maintenance costs be paid for in future years (if applicable)?

Ongoing maintenance of the building and programming will be funded through operations and 
supported by earned and contributed) income. As well, the city has an ongoing interest and 
commitment to keeping the building an asset for its residents and visitors, and helps with maintenance.
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BUDGET:

Amount requested: $100,000.00

Other State Funds: $400,000.00

Cash Match: $100,000.00

In-Kind Match: $25,000.00

Other Project Costs: $1,670,000.00

Total Match: $125,000.00

Total Project Cost: $225,000.00

Budget Details:  

List the source(s) of all non-state matching funds you are including in your proposed project costs. 
Please indicate if the funds and support are in-hand, committed, or not yet available.

Non-state matching funds are from a grant awarded by the France-Merrick Foundation that is a total of 
$200,000 with $100,000 outright and the balance $100,000 with a $200,000 challenge match. These 
funds, an MHAA grant if awarded, would be used towards the challenge match along with other grants 
obtained over the next months. (Currently, the Peale has several pending requests that are indicating 
likely to be awarded to meet/help meet this challenge amount.)

Describe any state funds that are already committed for this project.

State investment in this project, the greater multi-phase Peale capital, and excluding state non-capital, 
include to date $400,000 awarded in 2017 from the Governor’s budget. Additionally pending: a 
Maryland Energy Administration grant request in the amount of $100,000 and a $75,000 capital 
allocation request being put forth by Maryland Delegate Robbyn Lewis for inclusion in next year’s state 
budget.

Provide a brief explanation of each line item in your budget. 

The basis for all below expenses of Phase III infrastructure improvements, equaling $1.87M, are per a 
detailed project estimate created and closely monitored by the project architect and contractor. The 
Peale has in hand $915,000 from a mix of state, city, foundation, and individual sources. 
Outstanding/pending requests, non-state, equal approximately $1.025M with a plan for additional grant 
submittals over the next 6 to 12 months to ensure completion of the project, on time and on budget. 

Fire Protection Systems: 
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New fire sprinkler water service $90,000.00

Automatic Wet-pipe Fire Suppression Sprinkler System $105,000.00

Fire Alarm:  Detection and notification devices; panels $40,000.00

Electrical support for Fire Protection:

Pathways, circuiting, etc. $30,000.00

Masonry support for Fire Protection:

Openings, Sleeves, etc. $5,000.00

Carpentry support for Fire Protection:

Framing modifications, supports, etc. $25,000.00

Exterior Improvements for Fire Protection:

Thermal and Moisture Protection $5,000.00

Interior Improvements for Fire Protection:

Plaster removal and restoration, finishes $150,000.00

Mechanical Systems: 

Mechanical Systems Replacement, includes plumbing $400,000.00

Electrical support for Mechanical Systems:

Pathways, circuiting, etc. $25,000.00

Masonry support for Mechanical Systems:

Openings, Sleeves, louvers, etc. $10,000.00

Steel & Carpentry support for Mechanical Systems:

Framing modifications, Interior & Exterior supports, etc. $10,000.00

Exterior Improvements for Mechanical Systems:

Thermal and Moisture Protection (Roofing, louvers) $30,000.00

Interior Improvements for Mechanical Systems:

Removal and restoration of finishes $175,000.00
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Elevator: 

Interior Elevator - LULA type, 5 stops $125,000.00

Electrical & Mechanical Support for Elevator:

Equipment connections $20,000.00

Concrete, Masonry and Carpentry Support for Elevator:

New Shaft and Structural Modifications $110,000.00

Interior Improvements for Elevator:

Removal and restoration of finishes $55,000.00

Electrical Systems:

Electrical Systems: Service, Panels, Distribution and Lighting

(Not inclusive of electrical costs identified for other items) $350,000.00

Concrete and Masonry support for Electrical Systems:

Ductbank, Openings, Sleeves, etc. $35,000.00

Interior Improvements for Electrical Systems:

Removal and restoration of finishes $75,000.00

TOTAL: $1,870,000
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URGENCY:

Is this project urgent?

The major impediments to the proper use and occupancy of the Peale Museum building comprise lack of 
life-safety building systems including fire suppression, fire alarm, and egress capacity from the building’s 
highest capacity assembly rooms as well as electrical, mechanical, and plumbing infrastructure updates 
and upgrades to also accommodate both needed and required ADA accessibility.

The Peale functions best and succeeds when it can be safely inhabited by diverse individuals interested 
in attending Peale and other organizations’ onsite events and activities, as well as Peale exhibitions, 
permanent and temporary, and history, arts, and culture interpretive programming. The final major 
improvements designed into Phase III are a critical component to being able to promote and deliver the 
kinds of programming befitting of this civic icon. As noted, the building has a place in history as the first 
purpose-built museum in the country and birthplace of modern gas lighting, and is now over 200 years 
but with need of care. An urgent need exists to restore it for its full community service potential and to 
mitigate both additional damage and potential disasters, and to strategically capitalize on identified 
funding sources, including State Historic Tax Credits of up to $660,000.

IMPACT:

Describe how this project will address one or more of the Maryland Heritage Area's Program's three 
areas of focus.

Developing Heritage Tourism Product: 

The Peale Center focuses programming on heritage tourism, balancing the Baltimore narrative to 
represent the full diversity of its residents.

Building Partnerships: 

The Peale currently collaborates with city and neighborhood organizations to build awareness for the 
history of the city and Holliday Street. The Peale partners with a wide range of organizations with 
examples including: Baltimore City Public Schools, Johns Hopkins University, Maryland Institute College 
of Art, Morgan State, Baltimore Office of Promotion and the Arts, Baltimore National Heritage Area, 
Greater Baltimore Cultural Alliance, Maryland Citizens for the Arts, as well as individual historians, 
curators, educators, artists, and storytellers and culture keepers. 
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The Peale builds and encourages partnerships, seeing itself and programming as an interlocutor, 
including with neighborhood partners such as: City of Baltimore, Ida B’s, The Real News Network, Zion 
Church. While offsite during Phase III improvements, the Peale is located at the historic Carroll Mansion, 
enlivening the space and further testing the Peale programming model in a different cultural 
asset/resource, while also having a base of operations that is physically close to the Peale Museum 
building. 

Sustaining Regional Identity:

Founder Rembrandt Peale raised investment and commissioned Maryland’s first professional architect, 
Robert Carey Long, Sr., to design the Peale—the first purpose-built museum in the United States. The 
building’s architectural style is essentially a Federal Period townhouse with a rear gallery extension, 
commemorating and sustaining the architecture created in the region at the time

Does your project support or highlight the diverse history and cultural traditions of Maryland? If so, 
please provide details. 

The Peale is primarily focused on diversity and inclusion, balancing the narrative of Baltimore and its 
rich, diverse community members and heritage, creating a place for story -telling and -collecting through 
a mix of media, approaches, and lenses. And, importantly, tying contemporary stories, experiences, and 
voices to the city’s history and cultural heritage in an attempt to further understanding, communication, 
comradery, and tolerance. 

The Peale’s signature program, which was brought to the Peale by its executive director and the 
inspiration for using the building for remarkably innovative 21st century programming approach, testing, 
and modelling, is Be Here: Baltimore, which gives the city’s diverse voices and their stories a historic 
home and new platform in the heart of downtown. (Be Here Baltimore is a partnership program with 
the Smithsonian’s Museum on Main Street program, which brings traveling exhibitions to small towns 
across the United States to ensure voices, from all walks of life and heritage backgrounds, are heard.

TIMELINE: Start Date:  7/9/2020

End Date:  12/31/2021

Key Steps and Timeline

Month One:

 Mobilization, site setup, demolition layout, remove doors, bulk demolition
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Month Two:

 Start elevator, HVAC/sprinkler/ electrical layout, elevator deposit

Month Three:

 Demolition, openings in walls/floors for MEP, elevator shaft foundation, carpentry, framing, 
waterproofing

Month Four:

 Continue MEP openings, plaster trenching, stair roof, electrical service conduit, elevator shaft 
masonry, exterior door openings, sprinkler rough-in

Month Five:

 Continue above, enclose electrical service conduit, water service, proceed with electrical service 
equipment

Month Six:

 Finish plaster trenching, continue MEP/sprinkler rough-in, finish elevator shaft, finish electrical 
service equipment, finish water service, flood proof basement windows

Month Seven:

 Demolition work, repoint exterior masonry, set roof mechanical equipment, install new 
doors/frames, skylight restoration, plaster restoration, continue with MEP/sprinkle installation, begin 
wood trim preparation, IT wiring

Month Eight:

 Finish exterior repainting, BGE install new electrical service, continue with MEP/sprinkler, 
continue plaster restoration, begin elevator installation, continue wood trim preparation 

Month Nine:

 BGE finish electrical service installation, install drywall, continue with MEP/sprinkler, continue 
elevator installation, wood trim installation and repair, continue plaster restoration

Month Ten:

 Finish drywall installation, install ceramic tile bathroom, install exterior wood doors, install flood 
doors, continue MEP/sprinkler, finish elevator, finish masonry at elevator door frames, continue wood 
trim and cabinets, start painting

Month Eleven:

 Finish wood trim, finish MEP/sprinkler, sprinkler testing, continue painting, finish plaster, flood 
panel installation, toilet installation, hardware installation, garden gates, garden stair railing, garden 
pavers, alley ADA
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Month Twelve:

 Finish painting, finish trim, punch list, final inspections

ACCESS & OUTREACH:

Describe the benefit of the completed project to the general public.

The completion of this project comprises final interior renovations and necessary infrastructure updates 
to provide comprehensive access to the building. These integral renovations to the Peale building are 
imperative and timely for providing programming and activities access and building use to the 
community and heritage tourists. As the first purpose-built museum in the United States, and among the 
first in the world, it is critical that the building be preserved for, and maximized for use by, current and 
future generations. The critical renovations being undertaken will result in providing full access for a 
broader public to programming and events in the building. Code-compliant infrastructure will safeguard 
the building, Peale staff, visitors, and participants in the Peale’s and other organization/individual’s 
rental events. (Rental events income is a part of the Peale’s long-term sustainable funding strategy.) The 
improvements for which support is being sought will last an estimated 40 years, which is an excellent 
return on investment.

What provisions exist or will be made for physical or programmatic access by individuals with 
disabilities?

The Peale is deeply committed to accessibility, and its Executive Director is a leading practitioner in the 
field in the use of new technologies for accessibility. An elevator is part of Phase III 
restoration/renovations, which will provide access to all three public floors of the Peale. The circulation 
route through galleries will be created for ADA accessibility. An audio tour as well as large-print 
interpretive labels will be utilized for vision impaired, and tactile objects and 3D prints will enable access 
and new kinesthetic ways of engaging with the exhibit for visitors who don’t rely exclusively on sight for 
learning. Digital tools will provide onsite and online access to the Peale galleries and interpretive 
content.

How will you ensure that the general public will learn about your property or project?

The Peale ensures that communications about the property are shared with the general public through 
its website, social media, press releases, and general marketing efforts. Executive Director, Nancy 
Proctor, has been interviewed on local radio stations, and is an international public speaker on the 
future of museums where The Peale is used as a case study.
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Word-of-mouth marketing has furthered the message about the restoration project. With this final 
major Phase III renovation, this historic structure will be returned to maximum public access with 
community-facing programming for a wide and diverse public that includes K-12 students and teachers, 
postsecondary students and faculty, adults, historians, and cultural tourists. 

Additionally, the Peale partners with its neighbors regularly on promotional and programming visibility 
and communications: Zion Church, The Real News Network, and Ida B’s Table Restaurant all help 
promote the Holliday St. block surrounding City Hall and in the heart of downtown Baltimore.

What is your organization's annual operating budget?

The Peale Center for Baltimore History and Architecture's operates on a calendar year fiscal year with 
FY19 reconciled operating budget of 198,999 and FY20 projected budget or 243,000.

How many staff members and volunteers does your organization have?

The Peale has 1 full time staff member, Executive Dr. Nancy Proctor and a broad range of contractors, 
allowing for flexibility and nimbleness to program in a dynamic, innovative way and including: artistic 
directorship, operations management, curators, evaluators, historians, digital asset management, 
accessibility specialists, evaluators, and project partners. The Peale has an ongoing accounting firm that 
manages both operating and checking accounts, and A/R and A/P for both.

Does your organization have board and staff members from diverse backgrounds? If not, have you taken 
steps to increase your organization's diversity over time?

Yes, the Peale thrives on diversity of both board and staff members, purposefully increasing diversity as 
opportunities arise for staffing and project development and deliver as well as board participation.

What is the annual visitation at your site? 

approximately 10,000

What hours per day, days per week, and months per year will the project / property be open to the 
public?

The Peale Center will be open year-round, 5-6 days per week (excluding major holidays), and with 
extended weekend and evening hours. While it is the trend in most cultural institutions to be open 
daytime hours, Peale leadership recognizes that being accessible in evenings and weekends, when the 
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most of the population has free time, may serve visitors and the community more attentively. 
Additionally, given the “light” history of the building, it is in keeping that the Peale be illuminated and 
activated during some evening hours.

What amenities are or will be available to the public at the property?

Upon completion of Phase III, amenities will include: an elevator to accommodate individuals with 
disabilities and injuries; updated rest rooms, including handicap accessibility; interpretation (signage, 
exhibitions and associated programming, brochures, and program cards); a café; and a garden to relax in 
and enjoy as weather permits.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT:

Describe your organization's administrative and financial experience and ability to manage the property 
and to manage a grant of this type.

The Peale began as Friends of the Peale in 2008. In June 2012, the Friends of the Peale and the 
Baltimore History Center at the Peale, a Maryland non-profit corporation formed by Judge John Carroll 
Byrnes, joined forces as The Peale Center for Baltimore History and Architecture.

In February 2017, The Peale’s board engaged Dr. Nancy Proctor as the first executive director. With 
years of both for- and non- profit management experience, as well as being a recipient of and manager 
for individual and organizational grants, she understands the importance of responsibly working with 
grants funds. 

The Peale has a third-party, independent accounting firm managing its capital and operations accounts 
and finances: Hertzbach CPA. Over the last two years, they have worked closely with Proctor and the 
Peale board to professionalize, detail, report, and coordinate all financial management initiatives. 

Financially, the Peale continues to balance its annual operating budget, netting a small surplus annually 
to begin the year in the positive. And, the Peale never overextends its capital resources, hence, phasing 
the project. Currently, the Peale has ~$915,000 available, and over $600,000 in potential State Historic 
Tax Credits to be realized upon completion of project.
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Identify any key individuals within the applicant organization who will be involved in the implementation 
of this project, in addition to the primary contact identified on the "Applicant" tab.

Dr. Nancy Proctor, Executive Director of The Peale Center for Baltimore History and Architecture: she is 
the administrative manager of the project, coordinating with the project architect, SM+P; project 
contractor, A.R.Marani; and the City of Baltimore.

Identify any key individuals outside of the applicant organization who were consulted in the 
development of this grant application or who will be involved in this project (i.e. contractors, 
consultants or partners).

Walter Schamu, FAIA/President and Founder, SM+P Architecture Firm

A. R. Marani Contractors
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PROPERTY INFORMATION (Capital Grants Only):

Property Name: 225 Holliday Street

Baltimore, MD 21202

Property Owner: City of Baltimore

800 Abel Wolman Municipal Building

200 Holliday Street

Baltimore . MD . 21202

Relationship to Applicant: The property is owned by the City of Baltimore, and is under the 
jurisdiction of the Department of General Services (DGS). DGS leases this property to The Peale Center 
DGS leases this property to The Peale Center under an arms-length long-term lease wherein title to the 
property vests with the Peale for the term of the lease. DGS and the Peale Center are working closely 
together in a public-private partnership.

Property Significance: Property Name

Peale Museum building

The Peale is the first purpose-built museum in the United States, built and opened in 1814.

The Peale building was the place where gas light was introduced to Baltimore, enabling the galleries to 
remain open after dark. In 1817, through the Baltimore Gas Company, which Rembrandt Peale and 
other local businessmen founded, Baltimore became the first city in the country to be lit by gas 
streetlights, earning the city its ongoing nickname, “Light City”; the company continues today as BGE.

The building was sold to the city in 1829, becoming its first City Hall(1830–1875). After present-day City 
Hall was built (1875), the Peale became “Male and Female Colored School No. 1” (1878–1887)— first 
public primary school for African Americans in the City and, in 1882, the city authorized the 
establishment of a secondary school in the building—a paramount occasion city African American 
leaders had worked for. 

The 1814 building was renovated in 1929 and reopened as Baltimore’s first Municipal Museum. In 1997, 
Baltimore’s City Life Museums closed and the Peale building remained closed until 2017 when the Peale 
Center took responsibility for the property, including capital projects fundraising and management, as 
well as mission-based and community-focused programming.
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Date of Construction / Alterations

The Peale Museum building was constructed in 1814 with significant renovations occurring in 1929 to 
reopen the building as a Municipal Museum, which the Peale continued as until 1997.

Exterior and interior major renovation projects, after the building had been closed and unoccupied from 
1997 to spring 2017, have included:

• Renovation of the building exterior including masonry, brick, window, window frame repair, in 
partnership with architecture students from Morgan State and the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation’s HOPE Crew program;

• Garden renovations installing a pollinating garden for visitor and community member 
enjoyment with support by a Green Grant from BGE and by generous individuals;

• ADA-compliant access to the building’s first floor; 

• Front façade renovations and improvements.

If the property is inventoried in the Maryland Inventory of Historic Properties (MIHP), please indicate its 
MIHP number.

B-13

Does MHT hold an easement on this property?  Yes
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Project Budget
THE PEALE CENTER FOR BALTIMORE HISTORY AND ARCHITECTURE: Phase III Infrastructure Improvements

Grantee's Contribution
Line Item

No. Work Item (Description) Grant Funds  Cash Match In-Kind Match
Other Project

Costs
Total Project

Cost
Source of
Funds

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

1 New fire sprinkler water service $90,000.00 $90,000.00

2 Automatic Wet‐pipe Fire Suppression Sprinkler System $105,000.00 $105,000.00

3 Fire Alarm:  Detection and notification devices; panels $40,000.00 $40,000.00

4 Electrical support for Fire Protection:
Pathways, circuiting, etc.

$30,000.00 $30,000.00

5 Masonry support for Fire Protection:
Openings, Sleeves, etc.

$5,000.00 $5,000.00

6 Carpentry support for Fire Protection:
Framing modifications, supports, etc.

$25,000.00 $25,000.00

7 Exterior Improvements for Fire Protection:
Thermal and Moisture Protection

$5,000.00 $5,000.00

8 Interior Improvements for Fire Protection:
Plaster removal and restoration, finishes

$25,000.00 $25,000.00 $100,000.00 $150,000.00

9 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS $0.00

10 Mechanical Systems Replacement, includes plumbing $25,000.00 $25,000.00 $350,000.00 $400,000.00

11 Electrical support for Mechanical Systems:
Pathways, circuiting, etc.

$25,000.00 $25,000.00

12 Masonry support for Mechanical Systems:
Openings, Sleeves, louvers, etc.

$10,000.00 $10,000.00

13 Steel & Carpentry support for Mechanical Systems:
Framing modifications, Interior & Exterior supports, etc.

$10,000.00 $10,000.00

14 Exterior Improvements for Mechanical Systems:
Thermal and Moisture Protection (Roofing, louvers)

$30,000.00 $30,000.00

15 Interior Improvements for Mechanical Systems:
Removal and restoration of finishes

$175,000.00 $175,000.00

16 ELEVATOR $0.00

17 Interior Elevator ‐ LULA type, 5 stops  $125,000.00 $125,000.00

18 Electrical & Mechanical Support for Elevator:
Equipment connections

$20,000.00 $20,000.00

19 Concrete, Masonry and Carpentry Support for Elevator:
New Shaft and Structural Modifications

$25,000.00 $25,000.00 $60,000.00 $110,000.00

20 Interior Improvements for Elevator:
Removal and restoration of finishes

$55,000.00 $55,000.00

21 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS $0.00

22 Electrical Systems: Service, Panels, Distribution and
Lighting
(Not inclusive of electrical costs identified for other
items)

$25,000.00 $25,000.00 $300,000.00 $350,000.00

23 Concrete and Masonry support for Electrical Systems:
Ductbank, Openings, Sleeves, etc.

$35,000.00 $35,000.00

24 Interior Improvements for Electrical Systems:
Removal and restoration of finishes

$75,000.00 $75,000.00

25 $0.00
TOTALS $100,000.00 $100,000.00 $0.00 $1,670,000.00 $1,870,000.00

Total Match $100,000.00

·                     The maximum grant award is $100,000 for capital projects and management grants, and $50,000 for non‐capital grants. The minimum
amount is $5,000.

·                     See Grant Guidelines for complete information about eligible costs and matching funds.
·                     All grant funds AND match funds must be spent on the scope of work you have defined in this budget.
·                     Applicant match (cash and in‐kind), may come from non‐state sources such as corporate, institutional, and individual donations or
pledges to provide direct funding for the proposed project or to provide in‐kind services.  
·                     Please note that other state funds, including state employee time, cannot be used as match for this grant.  

·                     Funds already spent toward the project prior to a grant award cannot count as match, and cannot be paid from grant funds.

·                    Grant funds must be matched, dollar for dollar.  A minimum of 75% of the required match must be cash match.  No more than 25% of
the required match can be in‐kind match.   In no case should a match in excess of a dollar-for-dollar match be proposed.  For example, if the
“project” you have defined will cost $250,000, you may request $100,000 in grant funds, commit a $100,000 total match, and include $50,000
as “other project costs”.

·                     On the next tab is a sample for guidance in completing your budget. Your budget must be specific to your project. Do not simply
duplicate the line items in the sample for your budget.
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Peale Center for Baltimore History and Architecture
PHASE III MAJOR INTERIOR & INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS (updated Jan 2020)

Item # Work Item / Description Project Costs

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS
2A New fire sprinkler water service $90,000.00
2B Automatic Wet‐pipe Fire Suppression Sprinkler System $105,000.00
2C Fire Alarm:  Detection and notification devices; panels $40,000.00

2D Electrical support for Fire Protection:
Pathways, circuiting, etc.

$30,000.00

2E Masonry support for Fire Protection:
Openings, Sleeves, etc.

$5,000.00

2F Carpentry support for Fire Protection:
Framing modifications, supports, etc.

$25,000.00

2G Exterior Improvements for Fire Protection:
Thermal and Moisture Protection

$5,000.00

2H Interior Improvements for Fire Protection:
Plaster removal and restoration, finishes

$150,000.00

SUBTOTAL $450,000.00
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

3A Mechanical Systems Replacement, includes plumbing $400,000.00

3B Electrical support for Mechanical Systems:
Pathways, circuiting, etc.

$25,000.00

3C Masonry support for Mechanical Systems:
Openings, Sleeves, louvers, etc.

$10,000.00

3D Steel & Carpentry support for Mechanical Systems:
Framing modifications, Interior & Exterior supports, etc.

$10,000.00

3E Exterior Improvements for Mechanical Systems:
Thermal and Moisture Protection (Roofing, louvers)

$30,000.00

3F Interior Improvements for Mechanical Systems:
Removal and restoration of finishes

$175,000.00

SUBTOTAL $650,000.00
ELEVATOR

4A Interior Elevator ‐ LULA type, 5 stops  $125,000.00

4B Electrical & Mechanical Support for Elevator:
Equipment connections $20,000.00

4C Concrete, Masonry and Carpentry Support for Elevator:
New Shaft and Structural Modifications $110,000.00

4D Interior Improvements for Elevator:
Removal and restoration of finishes

$55,000.00

SUBTOTAL $310,000.00
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

5A
Electrical Systems: Service, Panels, Distribution and
Lighting
(Not inclusive of electrical costs identified for other items)

$350,000.00

5B Concrete and Masonry support for Electrical Systems:
Ductbank, Openings, Sleeves, etc.

$35,000.00

5C Interior Improvements for Electrical Systems:
Removal and restoration of finishes

$75,000.00

SUBTOTAL $460,000.00

BUDGET TOTAL:  $1,870,000.00
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Peale Image List and Descriptions 

 
Peale MHAA Image01 front façade.jpg 
Image of the exterior, front of Peale Museum building, ca. 2019, after exterior renovations in last 
two years were completed. 
 
Peale MHAA Image02 pipes covered in newspaper.jpg 
This image provides a typical example of old pipes covered in newspaper for insulation and in need 
of replacement during Phase III. 
 
Peale MHAA Image03 old mechanical equipment.jpg 
Aged, old building mechanical equipment needing replacement during Phase III. 
 
Peale MHAA Image04 critical utility delivery to be replaced.png 
Critical infrastructure improvements are in great need during Phase III. 
 
Peale MHAA Image05 water heater etc to be replaced.png 
Aged, old building water heater etc. needing replacement during Phase III. 
 
Peale MHAA Image06 electrical panel to be replaced.jpg 
The outdated electrical panels are slated for replacement and integral to the coordination of the 
major 4 areas of infrastructure improvements during Phase III. 
 
Peale MHAA Image07 old lights attic.jpg 
Outdated lighting systems require replacement with safer modern models that also respect the 
historic fabric and aesthetic of the building. 

 
Peale MHAA Image08 track lighting duct work.jpg 
Track lighting and duct work will be removed in the renovations, restoring the historic ceiling to a 
period-appropriate look and feel.  
 
Peale MHAA Image09 old sensors.jpg 
Defunct sensors like these will be removed and replaced with a new security system to provide low 
profile but more robust security for the property; and of course, the walls, ceilings, and trip of the 
historic interiors will be renovated as well.  
 
Peale MHAA Image10 picture gallery lighting.jpg 
In the historic Picture Gallery, the main assembly space at the Peale, the old track lighting will be 
replaced after the painting and plaster work has been restored, using a more flexible modern 
system that will support contemporary programming needs without distracting from the historic 
character of the room.  
 
Peale MHAA Image11 skylight.jpg 
The skylight in the Picture Gallery is also being restored to provide more natural light to the interior. 
 
Peale MHAA Image12 fire alarm exit sign.jpg 
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Fire safety alarms and signage will be upgraded as part of the renovations and integrated more 
gracefully into the historic look and feel of the building. 
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1 of 1

2A New fire sprinkler water service $90,000.00
2B Automatic Wet-pipe Fire Suppression Sprinkler System $105,000.00
2C Fire Alarm:  Detection and notification devices; panels $40,000.00

2D
Electrical support for Fire Protection:
Pathways, circuiting, etc.

$30,000.00

2E
Masonry support for Fire Protection:
Openings, Sleeves, etc.

$5,000.00

2F
Carpentry support for Fire Protection:
Framing modifications, supports, etc.

$25,000.00

2G
Exterior Improvements for Fire Protection:
Thermal and Moisture Protection

$5,000.00

2H
Interior Improvements for Fire Protection:
Plaster removal and restoration, finishes

$150,000.00

$450,000.00

3A Mechanical Systems Replacement, includes plumbing $400,000.00

3B
Electrical support for Mechanical Systems:
Pathways, circuiting, etc.

$25,000.00

3C
Masonry support for Mechanical Systems:
Openings, Sleeves, louvers, etc.

$10,000.00

3D
Steel & Carpentry support for Mechanical Systems:
Framing modifications, Interior & Exterior supports, etc.

$10,000.00

3E
Exterior Improvements for Mechanical Systems:
Thermal and Moisture Protection (Roofing, louvers)

$30,000.00

3F
Interior Improvements for Mechanical Systems:
Removal and restoration of finishes

$175,000.00

$650,000.00

4A Interior Elevator - LULA type, 5 stops $125,000.00

4B
Electrical & Mechanical Support for Elevator:
Equipment connections

$20,000.00

4C
Concrete, Masonry and Carpentry Support for Elevator:
New Shaft and Structural Modifications

$110,000.00

4D
Interior Improvements for Elevator:
Removal and restoration of finishes

$55,000.00

$310,000.00

5A
Electrical Systems: Service, Panels, Distribution and Lighting
(Not inclusive of electrical costs identified for other items)

$350,000.00

5B
Concrete and Masonry support for Electrical Systems:
Ductbank, Openings, Sleeves, etc.

$35,000.00

5C
Interior Improvements for Electrical Systems:
Removal and restoration of finishes

$75,000.00

$460,000.00

BUDGET TOTAL: $1,870,000.00

SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

SUBTOTAL
ELEVATOR

SUBTOTAL
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

Peale Center for Baltimore History and Architecture
PHASE III MAJOR INTERIOR & INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS (updated Jan 2020)

Item # Work Item / Description Project Costs
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Nancy&Proctor&Curriculum(Vitae( ( 1(

Nancy&Proctor,&PhD&&&Director@ThePealeCenter.org&703&Dale&Drive,&Silver&Spring,&MD&20910&301@642@6257&

CURRICULUM&VITAE&
The&Peale&Center&for&Baltimore&History&and&Architecture&& Baltimore,&MD&

Executive)Director() February)2017–present)
Fundraising,(program(development,(and(advocacy(for(the(restoration(and(relaunch(of(the(first(museum(built(
in(the(U.S.(as(a(production(house(for(cultural(storytelling(and(laboratory(for(museum(innovation.&

MW&Conferences&and&MuseWeb&Foundation&& &&Silver&Spring,&MD&
Conference)Co;Chair)and)Executive)Director) )June)2011–present)
Planning,(programming,(publishing,(marketing,(sponsorship(sales,(business(strategy(and(management(for(19(
conferences,(workshops,(special(events,(and(communities(of(practice(in(North(America(and(Asia(to(date.(

Baltimore&Museum&of&Art&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& Baltimore,&MD&
Deputy)Director)for)Digital)Experience)and)Communications()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) Mar)2014;May)2016)
Responsible(for(web(&(digital(media,(IT,(marketing,(communications,(publishing,(and(visitor(services.(

Smithsonian&Institution&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& Washington,&DC&
Head)of)Mobile)Strategy)&)Initiatives(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Apr)2010;Jan)2014)
Developed(and(led(mobile(strategy,(a(community(of(practice,(and(50+(mobile(initiatives(for(the(Institution.(

Smithsonian&American&Art&Museum&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& Washington,&DC))
)))))Head)of)New)Media)Initiatives(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Feb)2008;Apr)2010)
((((Responsible(for(web(&(digital(media(including(mobile(platforms,(blogs(and(social(media(for(the(museum.(

Antenna&Audio&Ltd.&&&Discovery&Communications&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& London,&Paris,&US&(Silver&Spring,&MD)&
Head)of)New)Product)Development,)France)Sales)and)Research)Director(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((Sep)2000;Jan)2008((
Developed(the(company’s(first(multimedia(tours,(podcasts,(cellphone(tours,(downloadable(tours,(virtual(tours,(
sign(language(and(access(guides;(managed(audience(research,(new(product(sales,(and(the(Paris(office.(

The&Gallery&Channel,&Ltd&&&Pink&ink.&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& London&&&York,&England&
Co;founder;)Managing)and)Creative)Director)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 1995;2000(

( A(digital(publishing(firm(for(arts(organizations;(acquired(by(Antenna(Audio(in(2000.(((

RELATED&PROFESSIONAL&EXPERIENCE&

Lecturer&and&Researcher&in&art&history&&&critical&theory:&Leeds&University,&Bretton&Hall&College&of&Art,&Derby&
University,&Saint&Mary's&College&of&Indiana&Rome&Study&Abroad&Program,&UK&&&Italy,&1993@1997.&

Curator:&Absent(Bodies/Present(Lives,&Leeds&City&Art&Gallery,&1993;&domus,&residences&in&York&and&Leeds,&1997.&
Filmmaker:&Penelope((1993),&The(Rape(of(Europa&(1996),&(A(Painting(for(Bracha&(1997).&
Teacher&of&English&as&a&foreign&language:&School&for&American&Studies,&Rome,&Italy,&1993@1995.&
Gallery&Assistant:&Peggy&Guggenheim&Collection&Venice,&Italy,&1992.&
Archaeologist&fieldworker:&American&Academy&Rome:&Cosa&(Ansidonia,&Italy)&&&Djerba,&Tunisia,&1990@1995.((

PROFESSIONAL&ASSOCIATIONS&

The&Omnimuseum&Project:&Board&member&since&2016&
Curator:)The)Museum)Journal:&Digital&Editor&2009@2016;&Editorial&Board&2016@present&
Museum)Computer)Network&conference:&Program&Chair&for&the&2010&&&2011&conferences&
Tate’s&Handheld)Conference:&Co@organizer&of&the&2008&&&2010&conferences&and&manager&of&their&wikis&
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Nancy&Proctor&Curriculum(Vitae(&&Publications( ( (2&

EDUCATION&

University&of&Leeds,&Leeds,&UK&
&&&&&Ph.D,&Department&of&Fine&Art&&&&& & & & & & & &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 1998)))(((((&
(((((Dissertation(topic:(19th(century(American(women(sculptors(in(Rome(in(the(Neoclassical(period.((

&&&&&M.A.&with&distinction&(concentration:&Feminism&and&the&Visual&Arts)&& & & &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 1993&
&&&&&Dissertation(topic:(Feminist(Curation(of(Contemporary(Art:(The(Absent(Bodies/Present(Lives(Exhibition.((

University&of&North&Carolina,&Chapel&Hill,&NC&&
&&&&&B.A.&with&distinction,&double@major,&Art&History&and&Classics&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 1991(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((&
(((((Dissertation(topic:(Mary(Kelly’s(Interim:(Psychoanalysis(in(feminist(art(practice.((

North&Carolina&School&of&Science&and&Mathematics,&Durham,&NC&
&&&&&Diploma&with&honors))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 1985)&

NCSSM(is(a(state(residential(magnet(school(for(students(with(a(strong(aptitude(in(math(and(science.( )

ACADEMIC&AWARDS)

Johnson&Scholar,&1986@1990;&Phi&Beta&Kappa,&1988;&Nimms&Scholar,&1992;&Beineke&Scholar,&1992@94;&Overseas&
Research&Scholar,&1992@1993;&Rotary&Scholar,&1994@1998;&Tetley]Lupton&Scholar,&1994@1998.&

LANGUAGES&

English:&native&speaker;&Italian:&fluent;&French:&business&level;&Spanish:&conversational;&German:&basic;&&
Latin:&research&level;&Chinese:&beginning;&American&Sign&Language:&beginning.&

DIGITAL&SKILLS&

WordPress,&Google&Analytics,&Roundware,&wiki&management,&podcasting,&audio&&&video&production&tools,&
project&management&tools,&iOS&&&Android&app&publishing,&social&media&platforms,&MS&Office.&

BOOK&PUBLICATIONS&

Forthcoming,&“Radical&Persistence:&Towards&the&Pervasive&Museum,”&with&Vince&Dziekan&in&The(Routledge(
Handbook(to(Museum(Communication,(eds.&Kirsten&Drotner,&Vince&Dziekan,&Ross&Parry&and&Kim&Christian&
Schrøder,&Informa&UK.&

2015&
o “Mobile&in&Museums:&From&Interpretation&to&Conversation,”&in&Museum(Media,(a&volume&of&the&

International(Handbook(of(Museum(Studies,(ed.&Michelle&Henning,&Blackwell,&2015. 

2014&
o “Feminism,&Participation&and&Matrixial&Encounters:&Becoming&a&Radical,&Sustainable&Museum&(Practice),”&

in&Politics(in(a(Glass(Case:(Feminism,(Exhibition(Cultures(and(Curatorial(Transgressions,&eds.&Dimitrakaki,&
Angela&and&Lara&Perry,&Liverpool&University&Press,&2013.&

2013&
o “Technologies&for&Cultural&Heritage,”&with&Paolo&Paolini&and&Dana&Mitroff&Silvers&in&Rizzo&Ilde&and&Dr.&

Anna&Mignosa,&eds.&Handbook(on(the(Economics(of(Cultural(Heritage,&Elgar&Publishing,&2013.&

2012]present&
o Editor&of&annual&proceedings&of&the&Museums&and&the&Web&International&Conferences,&Museums&and&

the&Web&LLC,&Silver&Spring,&Maryland.&

2011&
o Editor,&Mobile(Apps(for(Museums:(The(AAM(Guide(to(Planning(and(Strategy,&The&AAM&Press,&2011.&
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SM+P History of our firm 
In 1982, Walter Schamu & Associates moved into Baltimore's Federal Hill neighborhood, and 

began a legacy of unique, revered architecture, starting out with a focus on residential work. 
Through the 1980s, the firm continued to expand and bring in new, exciting work. 1984 saw a 
new location for the growing business and the firm found work in historic preservation, 
renovation, rehabilitation and adaptive use. The following year, Anthony Machowski parterned 
with the firm, bringing with him work from the healthcare, education and research industries. 

During the 90's, the firm expanded even more, with Victor Greco, AIA, opening up a satellite 
office in Wheeling, West Virginia. The office provided academic, healthcare, institutional, 
commercial and residential design for clients in West Virginia, western Maryland, and Ohio. 

Into the 2000's, the renamed Schamu Machowski Greco (SMG) Architects picked up some of 
their most notable work, including renovations to the Hippodrome Theater and the rebuilding 
of the B&O Railroad Museum, both in 2004. The firm continued to gain success with a myriad of 
clients and projects garnering multiple recognitions. 

On February 26, 2014, exactly 32 years after Walter Schamu & Associates opened their doors, 
SMG announced their renaming and rebranding of the company, and welcome Charles 
Patterson on as partner. SM+P continues in the tradition of its former incarnates as a firm of 
excellence, embracing a future with new, exciting clients and projects. 

Drafting up plans in 1982. Today. 

                   
 

Walter Schamu 
FAIA, President 
Along with founding what is now 
SM+P Architects back in 1982, Walter 
works on the firm's historic, 
residential, religious and club 
projects. He is respected throughout 
the region for his expertise in historic 
architecture and is the founder of the 
Baltimore Architecture Foundation. 

 
410.685.3582 x114 
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About A.R. Marani
Alan & Andrew Marani founded A.R. Marani Inc. in 1992. The principles of ARM have a fundamental
knowledge of construction that can be acquired only through years of on-the-job field and office
experience. We look for the same experience with our project managers. Our team consists of twenty-
five professional, field and administrative staff. This translates into well-constructed, long-lived
buildings that reflect our commitment to excellence in our chosen craft.

Meet Our Team

Alan Marani
Principal

Alan launched his career in the construction industry as a teen, working as a laborer/carpenter. He
graduated from Virginia Tech with a degree in Civil Engineering and since then has been involved in
construction as a project manager. Alan oversees all aspects of our projects from pre-bid to finished
construction, as well daily office operations. Additionally, Alan holds a Maryland Home Improvement
License. Alan enjoys tennis and biking outside of the office.

Andrew Marani
Principal

Andrew brings over 30 years of construction experience to the company. He began his career as a
laborer, carpenter, superintendent and project manager. Andrew is affiliated with the Green Building
Council (USGBC Maryland), Associated Builders & Contractors and Roland Park Civic League. He is
well versed in aspects of green building practices, which he applies in the company’s daily
operations and personally.

Pat Fitzgerald
Project Manager

Pat is a graduate of University of Maryland with a degree in Structural Engineering and Project
Management. With his years of experience in carpentry, mechanics and engineering, Pat has a
unique and diverse outlook on construction. He joined A.R. Marani in 1998, and is involved with a
wide range of projects including Stanley Black and Decker, 1st Mariner Bank and various tenant fit-
outs. In his spare time, Pat is an accomplished woodworker and mechanic.

Jim Marino

About Us
Home (index.html) About Us→

About Us 

 (index.html)

armarani@armarani.com (mailto:armarani@armarani.com)
410-426-3690 (callto:4104263690)

�

¨

Home (Index.Html) About Us Ú Our Projects (Our-Projects.Html) Services (Services.Html)
Contact Us (Contact-Us.Html)
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Chairman, Budget & Appropriations Committee City Hall, Room 527 

Chairman, Judiciary & Legislative Investigations 

Committee 

100 N Holliday Street 

Chairman, Biennial Audits Oversight Commission Baltimore, MD 21202 

Chairman, Stormwater Remediation Oversight Committee 

(o) 410-396-4816

Land Use & Transportation Committee (m) 443-813-1457

Taxation, Finance, & Economic Development Committee Eric T. Costello (e) eric.costello@baltimorecity.gov

Baltimore City Council, 11th District 

February 24, 2020 

Maryland Historical Trust 

100 Community Place, 3rd Floor 

Crownsville, MD 21032 

Dear Ms. Ruffner:

I write to convey my strong support for the Peale Center for Baltimore History and Architecture’s 

application for a grant to support critical improvements during 2020 – 2021, which will include major 

infrastructure updates and fire suppression to protect the building, staff, and visitors to this historic 

heritage landmark. As one of the oldest monuments in my district, opened in 1814, and the first museum 

building in the U.S., the museum founded by Rembrandt Peale has become an irreplaceable landmark of 

Baltimore and Maryland heritage. In its 200+ years of existence, the Peale Center has witnessed a number 

of firsts, including the introduction of gas light technology to the City, which led to Baltimore being 

called “Light City” as the first U.S. municipality to be lit by gas light. The building went on to serve as 

Baltimore’s first City Hall, and after the Civil War, the Peale also housed the first public secondary 

school for African-Americans in the state, breaking new ground for public education for the city, 

Maryland, and the rest of the United States. 

The critical improvements slated to be undertaken during 2020-2021 renovations will return this city-

owned / Peale-managed building to full public access, use, protection, and enjoyment. Additionally, the 

improvements will increase the Peale’s ability to makes this unique, historic-registered building available 

to other community groups, organizations, educators, and artists to present programming for 

Baltimoreans and cultural tourists. 

The Peale Center is a key building and associate in bringing life to Baltimore’s downtown neighborhood 

near City Hall, providing service and events for the community and employees in the area. Along with its 

neighbors – Ida B’s, Zion Church, The Real News Network – the Peale presence is a major catalyst in the 

reactivation and revitalization of this area.  

I sincerely hope the Maryland Heritage Area Authority will be able to support this important project and 

community anchor institution. Should you have questions, please feel free to contact me directly at 

eric.costello@baltimorecity.gov or 410-396-4816. 

Sincerely, 

Eric. T. Costello 

Baltimore City Council, 11th District 
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26 February 2020 

Jennifer Ruffner 
Maryland Historical Area Authority 

100 Community Place, 3rd Floor 

Crownsville, MD 21032 

Re: Letter of Support for The Peale Center 

Dear Ms. Ruffner: 

I am writing in support of the Peale Center of Baltimore History and Architecture’s application for a grant 

towards Phase III major restorations to the Peale building, including critical infrastructure updates and fire 

suppression improvements. It is remarkable what the Peale Center has accomplished in a short time, 

bringing back to life, physically and programmatically, a significant Baltimore building. 

As one of the oldest monuments in my district, and the first museum building opened in the western 

hemisphere, the museum founded by Rembrandt Peale is an irreplaceable treasure of Baltimore and 

Maryland Heritage. In its 200-plus years, it has provided the City of Baltimore with many firsts, including 

the introduction of gas streetlights to the city, the first U.S. municipality to be lit by gas light. It was 

Baltimore’s first City Hall, and home of the first secondary school for African Americans.  

Today the Peale is contributing to the reactivation of Baltimore’s downtown and helping bring in more 

visitors and locals for cultural tourism as well as entertainment. The renovations of the historic building 

have given a lift to the entire 200 block of Holliday Street, and the Peale now serves as a home base for local 

artists as well as authentic stories of Baltimore’s people and places alongside scholarly talks and events on 

the city’s history and architecture. The proposed project will serve not only the Peale Center and its events 

and programming, but other community groups and associations who use this centrally located venue to 

convene meetings and provide artistic—visual, performance, and musical—and cultural events and 

experiences for Baltimore residents and visitors. I whole-heartedly endorse their application and hope the 

Maryland Heritage Area Authority will support their proposal for improvements to this National Historic 

Landmark, helping ensure the present and future of innovative cultural practice in the city. 

Sincerely, 

Brooke E. Lierman 
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24 February 2020 

Maryland Historical Trust 

100 Community Place, 3rd Floor 

Crownsville, MD 21032 

Dear Ms. Ruffner: 

I am writing in support of the Peale Center of Baltimore History and Architecture’s application for a 

grant towards Phase III major restorations to the Peale building. I strongly support this project, the 

organization’s mission, and the leadership’s vision, and I have requested to have the Peale included in the 

state bond budget for a capital grant of $75,000. 

The Peale building is a historical landmark and prime example of 21st century museum programming. A 

significant part of their focus is about inclusivity: the Peale leadership and staff are dedicated to making 

programming and information readily accessible. The Peale’s project will further this focus, as it includes 

numerous improvements that support accessibility and will help visitors feel safe and comfortable.  

The Peale is also contributing to the reactivation of Baltimore’s downtown area, helping attract visitors 

and locals for cultural tourism and entertainment in the neighborhood. The Phase III renovations of the 

historic building will lift up the entire 200 block of Holliday Street and allow the Peale to increase its 

hours and programming, making the neighborhood lively and welcoming for community members and 

visitors. Most importantly, it will further the Peale’s efforts to provide focused contribution to creative, 

innovative programming to serve the community. 

I strongly support the Peale’s application to the Maryland Heritage Area Authority. 

Sincerely, 

Delegate Robbyn Lewis 
District 46 – Baltimore City 

6 Bladen Street, Room 304 

Annapolis, MD 21401 

(o)410-841-3772

(f)410-841-3341
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